new product showcase

The IC Railing System
The IC Railing system is a stunning, affordable, and site constructible turnkey solution. A contemporary design with
many options to create a custom look to coordinate with your interior or exterior trim and finishes.

Builder: Schock Construction Inc. - Photo by Dave Block Photography
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new product showcase
Responsive Design
Cable rail systems have long been
sought after for their contemporary
aesthetic and an unobtrusive visual
line. Contractors and homeowners
have battled with the cables through
the years with installation and
maintenance issues as some of the

systems often are difficult to tension
and loosen over time. Additionally,
the braided cable has a tendency to
fray, which can lead to dangerous and
painful cuts. Replacing cables with a
solid ½” stainless steel rod eliminates
the ordeal of tensioning and fraying is
no longer an issue.

Builder: David P Sculz Company
Photo by Aaron Leitz Photography

Modular Components – Ease
of Installation
All three post designs are engineered
and built to meet both residential and
commercial code requirements. The
Imperial Post centers the stainless bar
for a stream line look. The Custom
Wood post can be fabricated with
your choice of hardwood, and the
Doric Post is designed with the bars
backset to maximize your deck and
stairwell space. The feet of the posts
are designed such that they can be
modified for face mount and curb
wall installations. Handrails are sold
separately, and are made to your size
and specifications and can be any
species of wood or stainless steel.
There are no specialty tools required
for installation. A single installer
can easily and efficiently accomplish
the job with little adjustment and
minimal maintenance.
Locally Stocked
Posts and rails are stocked locally,
custom components are available.
For more information visit www.
icrailing.com or see railings installed
at the Issaquah Cedar & Lumber
showroom -5728 E Lk Sammamish
Pkwy SE, Issaquah 425-392-3631 n
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